Meet the Technical Committee
Technical Committee Co-Chair: Guillaume Cambois, ADNOC
Guillaume Cambois is a Principal Geophysicist with ADNOC. He worked for CGG for 20 years and
PGS for 10 years and served both companies as executive vice president for imaging and
technology. He graduated from Ecole Polytechnique de Paris and received a PhD in geophysics
from the University of Texas at Austin. Guillaume has presented numerous papers throughout his
career. He received the Best Paper Award from both the EAGE (1998) and SEG (2009), Best
Poster Award from EAGE (2001), and SEG Honorable Mentions for Best Presentation (2002) and
Best Paper in Geophysics (2000). He was SEG Vice President in 2007-2008 and SEG Director at
Large from 2013 to 2016.

Technical Committee Co-Chair: Adel El-Emam, Kuwait Oil Company
Adel El-Emam is a Senior Consultant Geophysicist, Kuwait Oil Company with over 40 years of
experience in oil and gas industry. He has MSc in Geophysics on “Attenuation of Seismic Waves”,
University of Pittsburgh, 1983. Adel has presented and published more than 45 papers in local
and international conferences and serves as a technical reviewer for several international
societies. He is an active member of several international societies such as SEG, EAGE and SPE,
SEG Middle East Advisory Committee “SMAC” and member of the Chief Geophysicist Forum. He
chaired the SEG “DISC” committee from 2017 until 2021.

Andres Chavarria, Optasense
Andres Chavarria is OptaSense’s Oilfield Services Technical Director. He oversees a team of
geoscientists and petroleum engineers on fiber optic sensing. He has +20 years’ experience on
earth science and engineering monitoring. He was the Geophysical Processing Manager at SR2020
and Paulsson. He holds an Engineering degree from UNAM and a PhD Degree on Geophysics from
Duke University.

Andrey Bakulin, Saudi Aramco
Andrey Bakulin has been in the oil and gas industry since 1998 and worked at Schlumberger
Cambridge Research, Shell Bellaire Technology Center, and WesternGeco. Since 2010 he is with
Saudi Aramco currently leading a focus area for Data Acquisition and Robotization at Saudi
Aramco’s EXPEC Advanced Research Center in Dhahran. His research interests include seismic
acquisition and processing, seismic monitoring, distributed Acoustic Sensing, and borehole
geophysics. He has served SEG in various roles, including 2011 Spring Distinguished Lecturer with
a topic of “Virtual source method for imaging and monitoring below complex overburden”.

Beth Rees, GeoSoftware
After completing her MSc in Oceanography, Beth began her career as a seismic interpreter at Exxon
Exploration in 1991. In 1993 she moved into the Geophysical Applications department where she first learned
about seismic inversion using the Jason GeoScience Workbench. After several years of using Jason and other
reservoir characterization packages at Exxon, Beth moved to Jason GeoSystems as a project and support
geophysicist. In 2001, as Fugro purchased Jason GeoSystems, Beth moved to the Netherlands to join the
Jason software development team as manager of the Quality Assurance and Technology Transfer team. Beth
moved on to head the Jason software development team starting in 2008 and was Program Manager for FugroJason software development when CGG purchased Fugro-Jason in 2013. In 2017, Beth completed her MBA at
Erasmus University and became the Middle East and North Africa region manager for GeoSoftware. Beth now
resides in Abu Dhabi where she manages the sales and support for the entire family of GeoSoftware products.

David McCarthy, CGG
David McCarthy graduated from University College London in 2001 with BSc (hons) in Exploration
Geophysics. After working for a few years in the North Sea on high resolution site surveys,
environmental and geotechnical surveys, he returned to university to complete a MSc Exploration
Geophysics from the University of Leeds. Since 2004 he is working for CGG as a seismic
processor in a variety of roles and locations worldwide, including the Gulf of Mexico, Kazakhstan,
and Oman. He is currently the Geophysical supervisor in CGG’s Abu Dhabi centre.

Hugo Ruiz , Octio
Hugo Ruiz holds a PhD in Physics and has a research background at the CERN laboratory in Geneva
and the University of Barcelona. In 2014 he joined the geophysical company OCTIO, in Bergen,
Norway. Hugo has contributed to the development of the time-lapse seabed gravity and subsidence
monitoring technology, focusing on more cost-efficient operation and improved sensitivities. Hugo
is currently leading the Geology and Geophysics Department in OCTIO.

Marcos Grochau, Petrobras
Marcos received PhD from Curtin University (Australia), Master’s degree from UNICAMP and the
Science Academy of Czech Republic (Prague) and Bachelor’s degree from UFRGS University
(Porto Alegre, Brazil). His background includes seismic acquisition, processing and interpretation.
He has been working in reservoir characterization and time-lapse (4D) projects on several
hydrocarbon fields. He wrote a book on Time-Lapse (4D) Seismic, he has papers published in
Geophysics, The Leading Edge, Geophysical Prospecting and presentations at SEG and EAGE
conferences. He received Awards of Merit from both SEG and Petrobras as the coordinator of a
strategic research applied projects in Petrobras aiming to apply 4D seismic in carbonate
reservoirs.
Patrick Smith, Schlumberger
Patrick (“Paddy”) Smith studied Geological Geophysics at Reading University, UK. He joined
Geophysical Services International in 1981 and has worked continuously with 4D seismic
processing since 1989, using datasets from all over the world. Transitioning through Halliburton,
Baker Hughes and Western Geophysical, he is currently Schlumberger’s Global 4D Seismic
Processing Advisor, based in Stavanger, Norway.

Paul Zwartjes, Aramco Overseas
Paul Zwartjes is a Senior Research Geophysicist for Aramco Overseas Company, working on AI
applications for seismic data processing. Prior to joining Aramco he work for Shell Exploration and
Production from 2004 to 2018 as a geophysicist, of which 5 years in the Areal Monitoring
department researching seismic data processing methods for novel time-lapse acquisition. He
holds PhD in Applied Physics from Delft University of Technology.

Pierpaolo Marchesini, Silixa
Pierpaolo Marchesini is a Senior Geophysicist at Silixa Ltd., where he develops fiber optic-based
data solutions for high-resolution, real-time subsurface monitoring. His background covers applied
geophysics, geology, and engineering with emphasis on monitoring methods for subsurface
integrity, near-surface hazard mitigation, carbon capture & storage, geothermal energy, and
sustainable resource management. During his career he developed instrumentation and data
analysis workflows using seismic, electromagnetic, and distributed fibre optic methods. Pierpaolo
holds a MSc in Electrical & Telecom Engineering and a PhD in Marine Geology & Geophysics.

Rodney Johnston, BP
Rodney Johnston is manager for Geophysics Technology in BP’s Innovation and Engineering division
involving data acquisition, imaging and inversion and leads a global team focused on geophysics
R&D and subsurface solutions. He spent several years working on Unconventional Reservoirs in the
Onshore US and Canada, combining surface seismic, borehole data, microseismic monitoring, and
trialing new technology. He has an Engineering Degree from the French Petroleum Institute (IFPENSPM) and a PhD from the University of Edinburgh. He worked on BP’s early deployment of multicomponent and wide-azimuth seismic as a development tool onshore/offshore, and led transAtlantic research projects including Passive Seismic, Elastic Imaging, and Full-wavefield Reservoir
Characterisation.
Said Busaidi, Petroleum Development Oman
Said Busaidi joined PDO in 2007 and was assigned as PDO microseismic focal point and latter as
reservoir surivillance coordinater. Main interest is on 4D feasibility studies for various PDO fields
and assessing 4D seismic as a tool to monitor PDO Fields.

Shauna Oppert, Chevron
Shauna Oppert leads Chevron’s technical integration between geophysics and geomechanics. She
has 20 years of experience between Chevron and ExxonMobil and has published over 25 technical
papers in her field. She earned a MSc in Geophysics from the University of Calgary in 2002 and a
BSc in Geology & Geophysics from Missouri Science & Technology in 2000. She has been a keynote
speaker for the 2021 EAGE PRM workshop, a panel speaker for the 2018 SPE IOR conference,
and has served as the SEAM Life of Field Technical Committee Chair in the SEG for five years.

